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FHLL Coaches Training Manual 
 HITTING SECTION 

 
Introduction: When teaching the main fundamentals to beginner hitting, there are 3 main areas of 

focus. Those areas are Load and Stride, Back Hip Engagement, Bat Path.  

Part 1 – Load and Stride  

1) When the pitcher begins his motion, the hitter prepares his power through powering his weight 

through the back leg and looking to create internal hip rotation (Make sure only the hip is 

creating rotation, not the shoulders).  

 

(https://www.motusglobal.com/yoga‐biomechanics‐baseball‐part‐one) 

2) When the pitcher delivers the baseball, the hitter strides straight towards the pitcher. His goal is 

to create his momentum working forward while keep the power in his back hip, waiting to 

explode it.  

 

 
(https://www.elitediamondperformance.com/blog/2017/6/11/lunging) 
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Part 2 – Back Hip Engagement 

1) Once the player has finished his stride, he will begin to create separation by externally rotating 

his back hip and keeping his shoulders straight. (The hip attacks first, the hands will follow) 

 

(http://www.macstrengthmn.com/blog/2019/2/5/q7hw24pfd81uo4yw7qre3aqmh7kbbk) 

Part 3 – Bat Path 

1) It is important for the players swing plane to trend upward in order to match the downward 

plane of the pitch location.  

 
(https://improveyourhitting.com/knowledge/bad‐hitting‐cues/) 

 

2) To create this path, the players should follow the bat path outlined in the pictures below.  

   
(https://www.elitediamondperformance.com/blog/2018/9/25/launch‐angle‐vs‐attack‐angle) 
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Introduction – When it comes to fielding routinely hit ground balls in the infield, there are four 

main basics that you want to address and have consistent. Those are creating momentum 

towards 1st base, footwork when approaching the fielded ball, glove presentation to insure 

clean fielding, and transfer from fielding to throwing.  

Part 1 – Creating Momentum Towards 1st Base 

1) When the ball is hit, the fielder needs to establish the “lane” in which the ball is approaching 

them. Because this is the beginner section, we will focus on the routinely hit two hand lane.  

 

(https://twitter.com/DRH_4/status/1093856493575778304) 

2) When establishing that the ball is in our two‐hand lane, the player needs to first “get 

around the baseball” to create momentum to first base.  

 
(https://wrssba.com/coaches/skills‐and‐drills/infield‐ground‐ball‐mechanics/) 

Part 2 – Footwork When Approaching the Baseball 

1) Once the infielder is around the baseball, he is going to charge the ball and pick which hop will 

be best for him to attack. When he is getting ready to field the ball, he should approach the ball 

and follow “Right, Left, Field” (Right foot plants, then left foot plants, then immediately after the 

ball hits our mitt) 

 
(https://wrssba.com/coaches/skills‐and‐drills/infield‐ground‐ball‐mechanics/) 
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Part 3 – Glove Presentation and Hands When Fielding 

1) Once the fielder is in position to field the ball, it is imperative that he uses perfect fielding 

position in order to navigate not only a smooth transition to the throw, but to also be ready for 

any surprises 

a. The first aspect of perfect fielding position is the fielding position itself. The player 

should have his knees flexed, hip hinged at 45 degree angle, and a flat back 

b. His Eyes should then be on track to fielding the ball with his hands out front of his eyes 

with wrists hinged to leave the glove open to receive the ball 

 

(https://twitter.com/fieldingperform/status/976642438059188225) 

Part 4 – Transfer from Glove to Throw 

1) After we have secured the ball into our mitt, now we are ready to throw the baseball to first 

base. This starts with bringing the glove to the center of our body as we transition to throw (The 

reason we go to the center is because we want to always know where the ball is).  

 

(http://probaseballinsider.com/baseball‐instruction/how‐to‐field‐a‐ground‐ball/) 
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2) Next we bring our heels together to create a shuffle into power position. This shuffle 

allows us to keep the momentum under control and stay balanced to ensure a good 

throw. Power Position is our optimal position for a hard throw.  

                                          
 

http://www.infieldfundamentals.com/ 

3) Finally we want to follow through after our throw to release some of that tension on our 

shoulder and to not get hurt, as well as improve accuracy.  

 

 
(https://www.orderofman.com/how‐a‐man‐throws‐a‐baseball/) 
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Introduction – When it comes to fielding routine fly balls in the outfield, there are three main principles 

that we want to address with consistency. Those are precision footwork to the baseball, proper position 

when catching, and securing the baseball.  

Part 1 – Precision Footwork to the Baseball 

1) When the ball is hit in the air and we must go backwards, it is important to utilize the “drop 

step” technique instead of using a back pedal. This will allow the fielder to be stable and 

minimize the risk of tripping over his feet.  

 
      (https://www.baseball‐tutorials.com/outfield‐footwork‐drills/1836/) 

Part 2 – Proper Position When Catching the Baseball 

1) When catching the fly ball, you want to make sure that you give your best effort to try and get 

behind the ball in order to get your momentum working forward for the throw if possible. 

 

(https://www.flickr.com/photos/93558439@N05/14065250530) 

2) It is important to have your hands available to help you catch the ball and keep you balanced.  

 
      (https://www.tigersoftball.co.uk/coachfield.php) 
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Part 3 – Securing the Baseball 

1) The single most important job that an outfielder has is making sure they secure the baseball. 

When doing this we want to make sure that we  

a. Strive to catch the ball in the pocket 

b. Follow the ball all the way into the mitt 

c. Secure the ball by putting your other hand over the glove to keep it closed.  

 
(https://www.discovermagazine.com/the‐sciences/ncbi‐rofl‐how‐baseball‐outfielders‐

determine‐where‐to‐run‐to‐catch‐fly‐balls) 
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	 	 	 					Prime	Time	Catching	
 by: Former Cincinnati Reds Catcher - Chris Berset	
	
Things	to	know	before	they	start:		
		 Make sure	these	kids	know	to	always	work	hard.	
	 By	far	the	toughest	position	on	the	field	and	everyone	follows	their	example.	
	 Have	fun	and	bring	the	energy!	
	 Move	on	and	forget	mistakes	because	they	will	happen.	

	
Stances 	–	With	out	the	basics	of	these	3 stances	the	catcher	will	have	no	chance.	

‐They	are	the	foundation	of	everything	–	strong	base,	strong	athlete	
	 	 There	are	3	different	types	of	stances	 	

1. Sign	stance	(weight	on	toes)	

      
     	
2. Primary	Stance	(Weight	on	heels,	nobody	on	base,	big	target 

	
3. Secondary	Stance	(Weight	on	balls,	Runners	on	–	ready	to	

explode.	ie	throw,	block or field). 
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Wrap	–	up	with	homework	of	reviewing	of	the stances	(Kids	will	struggle 
memorizing)	
	

Receiving	–	It is RECEIVING not catching (or jabbing). BE SOFT!	

	
Brief	warm	up	with	barehanded drills  	
	 -Complete	all	the	same	drills	with	glove	and more	velocity.	
	 ‐Drills	for	this	aspect	can	be	side	toss	to	focus	on	(QUARTERTURNING Slight 
relaxation of glove).	
	 ‐Heavy	ball	receiving	be soft	
	 ‐Rapid	fire	toss	so	they don’t “panic or become stiff”.	
	 	 ‐Here	we	teach	them	how	to	control	their	breathing, makes them	relax.	
	 	 	 -These drills teach our catchers to use their EYES!!	

‐Machine -	if	time	allows.	
	
Catch & Throw	–	Catching is all about getting the ball in their throwing hand (transfer 
high)!!	
         -Throwing	is	all	about	direction	and	momentum.	 
-Must	make	sure	that	they	are	aligned	with 2nd	base while	moving	toward 2nd base.  

       	
	 	
‐1st	drill	to	start	with	is	simple	barehanded	transfers	while	standing	up	

‐These	transfer	should	be	executed	by	switching	the	ball	from	the	glove	to	
the	throwing	hand	right	next	the	shoulder.		
‐2nd	drill, also	while	standing	up,	have	them execute their	footwork	and	transfer	at	
the	same	time	
	 ‐Footwork	is	a	1‐	2	step.	Right	foot	first	gains	ground,	left	foot	follows.	
	 	 	 ‐Again SLOW at first, then INCREASE pace	
	 	 	 ‐Have	them	follow	a	straight	line	to	make	sure	they	are aligned.	
‐When perfected - practice is a great time to see how fast they can go.		
	
Key Points 	–	Stay	low,	throw	through	the	2nd	baseman,	finish	your	throw!	
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	Blocking 	–	One	of	the	toughest	things	to	do	because	all	kids	are	scared	of	the	ball	
somewhat.	
‐Let	them	know	blocking	is	all	an	attitude (THIS BALL WILL NOT GET BY).	
 -Use Tennis Balls if kids shy away from contact.	
	 ‐Start	with the	3	Ball	drill	(1	down	the	middle,	1	to	the	left,	1	to	the	right).	
	 ‐This	serves	two	purposes	–	1: to	stretch	and	get	loose	2:	to	perfect	our	“dry	
blocking	form”.	
	 ‐Continue	on	to	glove	and	throwing	side.	
	 ‐Move	farther	back	and	add more velocity.	

‐Here	we	want	the	catcher	to	block	and	hold.    

 	
‐Let	them	freeze	so	we	can	review	their	form,	make	sure	their	chest	is	over	the	ball	
and	their	eyes	are	watching	it	hit	their	chest.	Hand	behind	glove,	which	is	dug	
between	their	legs.	

‐Once	they	can	master	that	move	on	to	block	and	recover.	
	 	 While	scrambling	after	the	ball	3	rules	must	always	apply:	

1. Never	grab	the	ball	while	still	down	on	your	knees.	
2. Always	grab	the	ball	with	your	bare	hand	and	not	

your	glove.	
3. Always	position	your	feet	to	whichever	base	you	are	

trying	to	throw	to. 	

	
	

‐Other	drills:	
	 ‐Rapid	fire	blocking	
	 ‐Off	Speed	blocking	
	 ‐Read	blocking	(Strike	or	in	the	dirt)	
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Wrap‐up:	Remember	- STAY POSITIVE - no kid likes to get hit.	
	

.		
		 Prioritize	these:	
	 	 ‐Receiving	
	 	 ‐Throwing	
	 	 ‐Blocking	
  -Leadership	
	
	

Most	importantly,	make	sure	they	have	fun	by	working	
hard!!	Hard working catchers turn into LEADERS of the 
team!!	Catchers who are leaders = WINS!!	
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PITCHING SECTION 

Introduction 

The art of throwing is a complicated and heavily researched activity. With advances in technology and 

biomechanical analysis, pitching has become a hot topic. This article is created to help coaches and 

young pitchers gain a basic framework and understanding of how to get the most out of your body while 

reducing the chances of potential arm injuries.  

Pre-Throw Arm Care Routine 

All overhead throwing athletes should learn to incorporate a pre-throwing routine to their practice 

regimen. This helps to ensure healthy habits to get the body ready to take on the stressful forces 

implemented on the arm in the act of throwing a baseball.  

1. Do light jogging or dynamic warm-ups to raise the body temperature. A light sweat is indicative 

that the athlete is ready for the next phase. 

2. Jaeger Band exercise routine. This routine is a heavily studied and widely accepted routine to 

activate the throwing shoulder. (Below are the exercises.) i 

3. Low Effort-Light Toss at distance of 40-45 feet away, 15 throws (focus on hitting chest) 

4. Medium Effort-Move back to 90 feet for a total of 20 throws with shuffle (focus on hitting chest) 

5. High Effort-Work way back in with pull-down/ Crow-hop 15 throws (focus on hitting chest) 
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(Jaeger band exercises cont’d) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Phases of Pitching 

ii 

Wind-up or Stretch Phase 

The Wind-up and Stretch are positions in which a pitcher initiates the act of pitching. The wind-up is 

used when no men are on base, while the stretch is typically used when men are on base. When working 

with youth pitchers, the stretch is the preferable starting position. The reason for this is due to the 

limited movement involved. The less movement, the less room there is for error. The more moving 

parts, the harder it is to control. 
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Set Position 

• iii ivHands start at middle of the 

chest or the belt. The pitching hand 

and wrist should be held deep inside 

the glove, hiding the grip and ball from 

the batter and coaches. 

• Foot position on the rubber helps 

with the effectiveness of various 

pitches by maximizing the angle of the 

pitch. Therefore, Right- Handed 

Pitchers should pitch from the right 

half of the rubber, a Left-Handed 

Pitcher from the left half.  

• The pitcher should keep his eyes fixed on the target to get the sign from the catcher. Take a deep 

breath before each pitch to help ease tension and eliminate stress. 

Rocker step 

The rocker step is a small transfer of weight from the pivot foot to the backside foot. The rocker step 

should be a short step of no more than 3-6 inches straight back, at an angle, or to the side. This 

movement helps the pitcher shift his weight back briefly in order to create momentum, rhythm and 

timing down the mound.  

• Keep the head in the center of the body—directly over the pivot foot—to stay balanced. 

• While it is up to personal preference, stepping straight back allows the pitcher to keep his body 

in-line with the target while also building more momentum and thus create more potential 

velocity. 

Pivot 

Following the rocker step, the body begins a movement called the pivot, during which the pivot foot is 

placed in a parallel position along the front edge of the rubber. 

• Many young pitchers have a problem from one side of the rubber to the other during the rocker 

step and pivot because they take too big of a step to the side. Remember to take a small rocker 

step of no more than 3-6 inches preferably straight back to eliminate unnecessary movement 

and keep the head directly over the pivot foot. 
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vBalance Point/Leg Lift 

This point in the delivery is where young pitchers lose their balance based on how they lift their legs. 

Young pitchers tend to swing their leg up rather than lifting directly upward from the thigh. The leg 

swing causes an equal and opposite reaction, causing the pitcher to fall off midline. 

1. It is often believed that once a pitcher reaches 

their leg lift or balance point, they think they have 

to be vertical. At balance point or leg lift you want 

the pitcher to keep his head over the ball of foot.  

2. Observe how Randy Johnson “bows” over his 

midline.  

3. Rather think of balance in the pitching motion as 

side to side rather than up and down. We want 

our pitchers to be balanced from side to side as 

they go through their entire pitching motion and 

have a slight forward hip tilt they get to the top of the kick. See the image above with flame-

thrower and Hall of Fame pitcher, Randy Johnson. 

4. Balance throughout the delivery is crucial for pitchers to maintain consistency in the zone. If not, 

it will be impossible to develop a consistent pitching delivery that results in good control. 

Descent/Stride 

As the Pitcher descends the mound, you do not want them 

falling towards home plate. Many young pitchers after 

reaching their balance point at leg lift, they fall to home plate 

rather than driving off their backside. This falling is created 

when the pitcher leans towards home plate with their glove-

side shoulder. The visuals below illustrate leading with the 

front hip to the target while staying stacked on their backside. 

• Here Mariano Rivera shows a good forward tilt at 

balance point also, known as “stacking” on the back leg.  

• As the pitcher descends the mound, they must stay 

stacked over the back leg as long as possible. 

• See below how Rivera, Chapman and Stroman are all 

stacked on their back leg as they descend the mound. 
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• Here two pitchers are working on leading 

with the front hip. As you lead with that 

hip, the shoulders will naturally tilt 

skyward. This is a great indicator on 

whether your pitcher is getting the desired 

hip drive. Level shoulders indicate a fall, 

tilted shoulders indicate a hip drive. 

 

Stride(continued) 

• viFor optimal power, the pitcher should land with his 

weight stacked over his backside. Like Max Scherzer in this 

picture. A lot of young pitchers tend to fall towards 

Homeplate thus losing their backside leg-drive and 

ultimately velocity. 

• Moving the body away from the rubber sideways and 

directing the entire pitcher's mass at the target has the 

single biggest influence on final pitch velocity. 

• In order to produce maximum velocity, a pitcher must 

move his body as fast as possible in a side lunge going 

from the back leg to the front leg without stopping or hesitating. 

 

Follow-Through 

viiThe follow-through is an important facet in the pitching sequence in which proper arm deceleration is 

the goal. During this sequence, the shoulder rotates internally, and the front knee extension continues. 

The trunk tilts forward, the body weight is transferred onto the braced lead leg and the throwing 

shoulder should come down over the lead leg with the hand and arm finishing down outside the lead leg 

shin.  

• Head control is extremely important in this stage. 

Without proper head control, consistency in the strike 

zone is difficult to maintain.  

• A pitcher with a truncated deceleration and follow-

through may not be using his body to dissipate the 

energy produced in throwing which may lead to 

unnecessary force in the shoulder and elbow, 

increasing the likelihood of injury. 
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Post-Throw Recovery 

A post-throwing arm care routine is extremely important, yet often forgotten aspect in promoting 

longevity in our throwing athletes. Throwing a baseball is a rigorous activity that places tons of stress on 

the arm and body, therefore a post-throw routine should be implemented.  

1. Conditioning 10-15 90’ sprints. 

2. Jaeger Band Routine 

3. 2 x 15 No Money and Pull Apart 

4. 2 x 15 Upward Tosses w/ 1000g PlyoBall (hold ball at shoulder height, throw it upward and catch 

it as it begins to fall 

5. 2 x 15 Side Lying External Rotation (Lay on glove side, hold ball in throwing hand, rest throwing 

elbow on ribcage and throw ball upward, catching it as it begins to fall). 
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